
   

Submission to the Tasmanian Climate Change Office responding to Part Two 
of the Review of the Climate Change (State Action) Act 2008 

The Business Council of Australia (BCA) welcomes the opportunity to provide input to Part Two of 

the independent Review of the Climate Change (State Action) Act 2008. The independent review 

was initiated by the Tasmanian Climate Change Office in the Department of Premier and Cabinet. 

The BCA brings together the chief executives of 100 of Australia’s leading companies. For almost 

30 years, the BCA has provided a unique forum for some of Australia’s most experienced corporate 

leaders to contribute to public policy reform that affects business and the community as a whole. 

Our vision is for Australia to be the best place in the world in which to live, learn, work and do 

business. 

This submission responds to the questions contained in the issues paper and outlines the BCA 

position in relation to the future of various elements of the Climate Change (State Action) Act 2008.  

Context 

The world has changed considerably since the Act was passed. Most notably with the introduction 

of a national carbon pricing mechanism. This will be the primary means of achieving the goal of 

reducing Australia’s emissions by 5 per cent from 2000 levels by 2020.  

In addition to this, we now have an (expanded) national Renewable Energy Target designed to 

stimulate investment in renewable energy generation and we are also moving towards a more 

coherent national energy efficiency policy. 

Guiding principles 

Greenhouse gas emissions are a global issue.  

It does not matter where emissions reductions come from. The environment cannot discern 

between emissions reduction that occurs in Tasmania compared to other jurisdictions in Australia.  

The BCA believes that in pursuing the objective of emissions reduction, a key assessment of any 

proposal is whether it enables emissions reduction at least cost to the economy.  

Given this, our view is that the most effective system for reducing emissions in one primarily based 

on a market based solution, such as an emissions trading scheme. 

As there is a national target for reducing emissions (and a mechanism for achieving them), there is 

no need for sub-national, or sector specific, targets. Such targets will simply duplicate national 

initiatives and add to the cost of business.   

Application to the Tasmanian Climate Change Act 

In light of this, we believe that the Tasmanian emissions reduction target should be abolished. This 

applies equally to consideration of any interim target.  

A state emissions reduction target is unnecessary, and the retention of it is only likely to result in a 

larger amount of emissions reduction occurring in Tasmania than would otherwise have occurred, 

while national emissions remain unchanged. The effect of this is that Tasmanians would effectively 

be subsidising Australians in other jurisdictions.  

The recently completed Review of the Victorian Climate Change Act (2010) provides a thorough 

analysis of the issues associated with retaining a state based target. It states that “the 

non-complementary nature of a state based target under a national ETS is widely recognised”.  

Tasmania possess a relatively unique emissions profile, in large part due to the large quantities of 

electricity generated from hydro electricity. This is markedly different from most other Australian 
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jurisdictions. The result is that nearly half of Tasmania’s emissions are not currently covered by the 

national carbon pricing mechanism. The discussion on this issue contained in the Review of the 

Victorian Climate Change Act (2010) provides a good summary of the issues associated with 

uncovered sectors. The BCA is of the view that the amount of emissions in uncovered sectors is 

not in itself an adequate justification for retaining a state based emissions reduction target.   

The introduction of a national carbon pricing mechanism means that many state based policies and 

programs that are designed to reduce emissions are no longer necessary. On 13 April 2012, 

COAG agreed to prioritise the completion of a review of unnecessary  carbon reduction and energy 

efficiency schemes.  

In addition to abolishing the Tasmanian emissions reduction target, the Tasmanian Government 

should undertake such a review to windup all policies that are not complementary to a carbon price 

mechanism as soon as possible.  

Adaptation 

Appropriate adaptation will be critical to managing the effects of climate change. 

State governments have an important role to play in relation to adapting to the effects of climate 

change. In particular, state governments have a role in facilitating the private adaptation of 

individuals, business and the community. As part of their general risk management frameworks, 

state governments should also undertake appropriate measures to manage the impact of climate 

change on any state owned assets.  

While consideration of adaptation is important, a balance must be struck between appropriate risk 

management and over prescribing and/or over regulating how people adapt to the effects of climate 

change.  
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